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Black Lyon Publishing, United States, 2008. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 203 x 124 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. You must follow your heart- for
the answers you seek may save us all yet. A brass key. A note. A handsome stranger near a fountain
in an abandoned courtyard. On a sultry New Orleans evening, Jasmine takes these only clues to her
identity and follows them to a place she d thought only existed in dreams and ancient faery tales.
Through a doorway in time, Hayden has come from the dangers of his dying kingdom to the most
beautiful woman he s ever known. Bound by his royal blood to retrieve the lost prophecies and end
a war, he soon finds his quest, his destiny, and his love are all entwined with Jasmine more than
anyone ever knew. Reviews and Other Information: DARKENBANE: THE FOUNTAIN is a thrilling ride
into a magical forest that absolutely engaged this reader. Romantic, fantasy filled, and a journey
into a host of events that practically come to life, this is one story not to miss. Coffee Time
Romance For those who love the paranormal, historical, classical New Orleans...
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. I could comprehended every thing out of this composed e pdf. I am just very happy to tell you that this is
the greatest pdf i have study inside my individual existence and could be he finest publication for at any time.
-- Miss Laurie Waters IV-- Miss Laurie Waters IV

Most of these publication is the greatest publication o ered. It is actually rally intriguing throgh reading period of time. You can expect to like just how the
article writer create this publication.
-- Eddie Schuppe-- Eddie Schuppe
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